Analyzing the normal mode dynamics of macromolecules by the component synthesis method.
This paper presents a general method for studying the harmonic dynamics of large biomolecules and molecular complexes. The performance and accuracy of the method applied to a number of molecules are also reported. The basic approach of the method is to divide a macromolecule into a number of smaller components. The local normal modes of the components are first calculated by treating individual components and the interactions between nearest neighboring components. The physical displacements of all atoms are then represented in the local normal mode space, in which a selected range of high-frequency local modes is neglected. The equation of motion of the molecule in the local normal mode space will then have a smaller dimension, and consequently the normal modes of the whole structure, particularly for large molecules, can be solved much more easily. The normal modes of two polypeptides--(Ala)6 and (Ala)12--and a double-helical DNA--d(ATATA).d(TATAT)--are analyzed with this method. Reductions on the dimensions of harmonic dynamic equations for these molecules have been made, with the fraction of the deleted high-frequency modes ranging from 1/2 to 5/6. The calculated low-frequency normal modes are found to be very accurate as compared to the exact solutions by standard procedure. The major advantage of the present approach on macromolecule harmonic dynamics is that the reduction on the dimensionality of the eigenvalue problems can be varied according to the size of molecules, so the method can be easily applied to large macromolecules with controlled accuracy.